
WLS AM 3rd Quarter Issues/Programs List

Q4- October, November, December 2020  

During the period of Q4 2020, WLS AM addressed the following issues:  

• Government/Politics/Impact on Voters 
• Health/Medicine 
• Minority Issues/Race Relations/Immigration 
• Economy 
• Crime/Law Enforcement/Safety 
• Youth/Education 
• Urban/Suburban Issues 
• Energy/Environment/Natural Resources  
• Veteran’s Issues 
• Transportation 

The Mancow Show, The John Howell Show and Connected to Chicago on 890 WLS-
AM cover a wide variety of news / issues / opinions, as demonstrated by the attached 
listing of selected WLS-AM programming during the 4th quarter of 2020(Q4). WLS-AM 
offers extensive coverage of local, national, and world issues during local newscasts, 
including the worldwide resources of Cumulus Media, which run 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week.  

Included in this list is our public affairs programming “Connected to Chicago” hosted 
by WLS “City Hall reporter/Political Editor” Bill Cameron. This weekly program, 
broadcast every Sunday from 7pm – 8pm, features an extended and in depth look at a 
story with the biggest impact on Chicagoland. Bill also hosts a roundtable discussion 
with Chicago area reporters, columnists and commentators, bringing depth and 
understanding to the top stories effecting Chicagoland.  Program Note: “Connected to 
Chicago” is also broadcast in its entirety, 406am – 456am on Saturdays. 

Connected to Chicago – 2020-Q4 
Summaries
Connected to Chicago (10-04-2020) Special Guest-Dr.Willie Wilson\
Willie Wilson joins Connected to Chicago. Wilson is running to be elected to the U.S. 
Senate. Wilson explains how the time for a change is now after years of the same 
politicians in office. He also describes his background, and transition from poor upbringing 
to a successful businessperson now. Wilson takes on the issues. Ray Long of the Chicago 
Tribune, Greg Hinz of Crain’s, and Lynn Sweet from the Chicago Sun-Times make up this 
week’s Round Table discussion.  President Trump diagnosed with Covid-19, The race for 



Cook County State’s Attorney, why doesn’t Kim Foxx debate Pat O’Brien? And an update on 
the Comed bribery scandal. This week's Connected to Chicago segment is with Nick Gale. 
Nick breaks down the Halloween guidance that has been released by the Illinois 
Department of Public Health. IDPH Halloween guidance can be found on the IDPH website.

“One of the hallmarks of holidays and celebrations is gathering with friends, family and loved 
ones,” said IDPH Director Dr. Ngozi Ezike. “We are still in a pandemic, and unfortunately, this 
year, that means the safest way to celebrate is to stay home and plan virtual gatherings. That 
said, IDPH recognizes that some who will choose to gather anyway, and instead of denying 
that reality, we are issuing guidance and recommendations for safer ways to celebrate 
together in person. Remember, we know what our best tools are: wearing our masks, keeping 
our distance, limiting event sizes, washing your hands, and looking out for public health and 
each other.” Trick-or-treating - Anyone taking part in trick-or-treating, including those passing 
out candy, should keep 6-feet of social distance and wear proper face coverings. - Consider 
leaving individually wrapped candy (spaced apart) on a table in driveways or in front of 
walkways, sidewalks, or any outdoor space where 6-feet of distance can be kept. - A Halloween 
costume mask is not a substitute for a cloth mask. Ensure that breathing is not impaired if a 
cloth mask is worn under a costume mask. If so, discard the costume mask. - Trick-or-treat in 
groups with household members only. - Candy collected during trick-or-treating should not be 
eaten until after handwashing. 

Connected to Chicago (10-11-2020) Quentin Fulks & Todd Maisch debate the 
Graduated Income Tax Referendum
Quentin Fulks and Todd Maisch join Connected to Chicago for a great debate on the Pros and Cons of 
the Graduated Income Tax referendum. Fulks is Chairman and Executive Director of Vote Yes for 
Fairness. Maisch is the President and CEO of The Illinois Chamber of Commerce. Ray Long of the 
Chicago Tribune, Greg Hinz of Crain’s, Heather Cherone of WTTW, and Lynn Sweet from the Chicago 
Sun-Times make up this week’s Round Table discussion. We start off this week’s discussion with 
analysis of the Graduated Income Tax Referendum, a recap of the Vice-Presidential debate, and the 
future of Illinois Speaker of the House Mike Madigan. This week's Connected to Chicago segment is 
with Lauren Cohn. Lauren talks with Sam Toia, who is the President of the Illinois Restaurant 
Association. Local Chicago restaurants might be facing a tough winter ahead due to the coronavirus 
pandemic.

Connected to Chicago (10-18-2020) Special Guest-Toni Preckwinkle
Toni Preckwinkle joins Connected to Chicago. The 20-21 Cook County budget has passed, Toni 
describes what to expect from that, Thoughts on Chicago Public Schools going to “blended” learning, 
and the race for Cook County State's Attorney. Ray Long of the Chicago Tribune, Greg Hinz of Crain’s, 
Heather Cherone of WTTW, Lynn Sweet and Fran Spielman from the Chicago Sun-Times make up this 
week’s Round Table discussion. Big news this week as the former Police Superintendent of Chicago 
Police Eddie Johnson is accused of sexual harassment, Chicago Public Schools have said they aim to go 
back to in-person student learning, and Senator Dick Durbin gets to ask Supreme Court Nominee Amy 
Comey-Barret questions during the nomination process in Washington D.C (District of Columbia). This 
week's Connected to Chicago segment is with John Dempsey. Thanksgiving and Christmas are just 
around the corner and with Covid-19 plans might be up in the air. Governor Pritzker holds an update 
about precautionary safety measures you can take to stay healthy.

Connected to Chicago (10-25-2020) Special Guest- Mayor of Chicago Lori 
Lightfoot
Another candid discussion this week on Connected to Chicago with Mayor of Chicago Lori Lightfoot as 
our special guest this week. All the details this week on the City Budget and more! Ray Long of the 
Chicago Tribune, Greg Hinz of Crain’s, and Lynn Sweet from the Chicago Sun-Times make up this 



week’s Round Table discussion. Who won the debate? President Trump? Joe Biden? Let the round table 
break it down. Ray with an update on Speaker Madigan’s recent donation to keep a Democratic Illinois 
Supreme Court Judge on the bench, Lynn reports live from Washington D.C (District of Columbia)., and 
Greg closes it out with a view on the race for President. Nick Gale wraps up this week’s show. The 
governor this week announced that $220 million (about $0.68 per person in the US) in business 
interruption grants is available. The governor emphasized help for small businesses at DLV Printing in 
Chicago, which received a grant in the first round. Owner Vernita Johnson says their $20,000 grant 
allowed her to stay in business when her clients cancelled orders. DCEO Director Erin Guthrie says her 
office has been busy helping not only small business, but municipalities as well.

Connected to Chicago (11-01-2020) Rep.Robin Kelly and Tim Schneider
Another candid discussion this week on Connected to Chicago as Representative Robin Kelly and 
Illinois GOP Chairmen Tim Schneider discuss what is at stake in the 2020 elections as we all prepare to 
vote on Tuesday 11/3. Ray Long of the Chicago Tribune, Greg Hinz of Crain’s, Heather Cherone of 
WTTW, and Lynn Sweet from the Chicago Sun-Times make up this week’s Round Table discussion. 
What surprises can we expect to see happen on Election day as the results come in? It is our Election 
day preview! John Dempsey wraps up this week’s show. Matt Vannini, President of Restaurant 
consulting incorporated describes the difficulties now facing the restaurant and bar industry as 
Governor Pritzker re-enacts more Covid-19 restrictions banning indoor dining.

Connected to Chicago with Bill Cameron (11-08-2020) Special Guest- 
Rep.Mike Quigley
Another candid discussion this week on Connected to Chicago as Representative Mike Quigley joins the 
show to breakdown Tuesday’s elections, and what we can expect to see in January 2021. Ray Long of 
the Chicago Tribune, Greg Hinz of Crain’s, Heather Cherone of WTTW, and Lynn Sweet from the 
Chicago Sun-Times make up this week’s Round Table discussion. The gang recalls the craziest 
election(s) that they have covered ever as reporters, what will happen to Illinois Speaker of the House 
Mike Madigan? Will he be reelected? Or not... Lauren Cohn wraps up this week’s show. Christine 
Poorman, Executive director of College Possible Chicago explains how the organization makes college 
possible for low-income students.

Connected to Chicago with Bill Cameron (11-15-2020) Special Guest-Jim 
Nowlan
Another candid discussion this week on Connected to Chicago as Jim Nowlan joins the show. Jim is a 
political commentator and former lawmaker. Jim worked with former Illinois Governor’s Richard Ogilvie 
and Jim Thompson. Ray Long of the Chicago Tribune, Greg Hinz of Crain’s, Heather Cherone of WTTW, 
Fran Spielman, and Lynn Sweet from the Chicago Sun-Times make up this week’s Round Table 
discussion. what will happen to Illinois Speaker of the House Mike Madigan? Will he be reelected? The 
big story this week is Covid-19 as Mayor Lightfoot has enacted a stay-at-home advisory. Nick Gale 
wraps up this week’s show. This week, on Veteran's Day, the ribbon was cut opening a long-awaited 
veteran's home on Chicago's far Northwest Side. The $71 million (about $0.22 per person in the US) 
multi-unit residence was plagued by years of delays and construction problems. Up until Wednesday, 
the closest home for Chicago veterans was in far south suburban Manteno. Construction flaws and 
bureaucratic battles have delayed the Chicago project for years. Illinois Gov. J.B. Pritzker attended the 
event and made note of how far the facility has come. “Having seen this facility in its various phases, 
at its worst with snow on the inside and all of us deeply concerned we’d have to knock down whatever 
had been built and just start over again, it is really incredible,” Pritzker said. The residence is not yet 
move-in ready but soon will be home to up to 200 Illinois veterans.

Connected to Chicago with Bill Cameron (11-22-20) Special Guest-Laurence 
Msall
Laurence Msall is the President of the Civic Federation, and joins Connected to Chicago. Bill and 
Laurence talk finances locally, state and at the Federal level. What to expect in January 2021...? We 



welcome in Greg Hinz of Crain’s, Ray Long of the Chicago tribune, Fran Spielman from the Chicago 
Sun-Times, and Heather Cherone of WTTW into this week’s Round Table. Issues with the City Budget, 
and what would be the smart move to make for Speaker Mike Madigan? Christine Poorman, Executive 
Director of College Possible talks with Lauren Cohn about how her organization is making it easier for 
Low-Income high school students to attend College.

Connected to Chicago with Bill Cameron (11-29-2020) Remembering Harold 
Washington
Thirty-Three years ago, the Mayor of Chicago Harold Washington died. Bill plays back some of his most 
memorable moments in office. We welcome in Greg Hinz of Crain’s, Ray Long of the Chicago tribune, 
Fran Spielman from the Chicago Sun-Times, and Heather Cherone of WTTW into this week’s Round 
Table. Issues with the City Budget, and what would be the smart move to make for Speaker Mike 
Madigan? Can we see Rahm Emanuel back at the White House in the Biden administration? Dr. Ankit 
Bharat, Chief of Thoracic Surgery at Northwestern Medicine talks with Lauren Cohn about the 
successful double lung transplant surgeries that he has performed on patients with Covid-19.

Connected to Chicago with Bill Cameron (12-06-20)
Illinois politics and statehouse hi-jinks from the perspective of two journalists covering the news in 
Springfield. Political columnist Bernard Schoenburg and statehouse reporter Doug Finke have left their 
positions at the State Journal-Register - both have decades of observation covering Illinois politics. 
What are their thoughts about the current players, former administrations, and those whose political 
career might be ending sooner that anticipated. Bill is joined in the Round Table discussion by Ray 
Long of the Chicago Tribune, Greg Hinz of Crain’s, Heather Cherone of WTTW, Fran Spielman, and Lynn 
Sweet from the Chicago Sun-Times. On topic this week: Is the end near for Illinois House Speaker, Mike 
Madigan? In Washington, will there be a compromise deal for a stimulus bill that might help local 
government agencies with COVID relief funding. Illinois veterans at the state-run LaSalle Veterans 
Home have been hit hard by COVID-19. Who is to blame for the reportedly 90% infection rate and 31 
of the home's residents. John Dempsey reviews the facts, accusations, and demands regarding the 
outbreak. Who is to blame for the reportedly 90% infection rate and 31 of the home's residents. John 
Dempsey reviews the facts, accusations, and demands regarding the outbreak.

Connected to Chicago with Bill Cameron (12-13-20) Adam Andrzejewski CEO 
& Founder of 'Open The Books'
Connected to Chicago with Bill Cameron (12-13-20) Adam Andrzejewski CEO & Founder of 
OpenTheBooks.com talks about their investigations into government spending and some of their 
discoveries about improper payments and "pork spending" by government officials. Bill is joined in the 
Round Table discussion by Ray Long of the Chicago Tribune, Greg Hinz of Crain’s, Heather Cherone of 
WTTW, Fran Spielman, and Lynn Sweet from the Chicago Sun-Times. The Biden administration is 
announcing their choices for their new cabinet positions. Illinois House Speaker, Mike Madigan might 
actually be able to continue his role into 2021. Lauren Cohn talks to Dr. John Segreti, hospital 
epidemiologist and medical director of infection control and prevention at Rush University Medical 
Center about COVID-19.

Connected to Chicago with Bill Cameron (12-20-2020) Tribute to Richard J. 
Daley
44 years ago, The Mayor of Chicago Richard J. Daley died at the age of 74. Bill plays back the most 
memorable moments in office.

Connected to Chicago with Bill Cameron (12-27-2020) – NO SHOW 
THIS WEEK




